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Mullum Mullum Creek in Donvale, Victoria, southern Australia.

"The path to our transformation is slow and often full of illusion. But our
higher nature simply awaits recognition, while it patiently and gently
informs our complicated, restless natures.
Transformation, like a change from a mild summer to autumn happens
while we barely notice. All the steps we take and all the things we do
seem to disappear without a trace like footsteps in a river of time.
We look for the progress we've made in this world, and sometimes it
seems modest at best. But our higher nature simply awaits recognition,
while it patiently and gently informs our complicated, restless natures. "
– Photo and caption by Stefan Carey, Melbourne, Australia.
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WHY? – Tony Downey.
One word has dominated my life and
that word has been – WHY?
I must have been a very irritating
child! However, when I went to school
I quickly learnt to bottle up most
‘whys’ not only for the sake of my
fellow students but for the teachers
who were quite convinced for a time
that by staying after school and doing
extra work, all my ‘whys’ would be
answered! They were not of course:
in fact more ‘whys’ came, and less
were answered.
Picture the battle-front in France
during World-War I, Christmas Day, in 1914. British, French, Australian, and
New Zealand troops in their trenches here, and German troops in their
trenches there. For days, weeks, and months before, they had been shelling,
shooting, and bayonetting each other to death in their thousands. Midday
Christmas day a bugle sounds. Both sets of soldiers come out of their
trenches, exchange cigarettes, drinks and food, and even play football with
one another. A bugle sounds again after a couple of hours – back to the
trenches and on with the battle – WHY?
Let’s look at it from another angle. Are there injustices in life? There certainly
seem to be plenty. The Bible tells us that man has but three score and ten
years on this Earth. Life expectancy these days in Australia is around 85
years for women and 80 for men, so this is our allotted space to get it all
together, do good works, and get into Heaven. Is it tough luck if you find
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yourself born in an African country where a life expectancy of 35 years or
lower is normal?
Tidal waves in Japan, earthquakes in New Zealand, tornadoes in North
America, floods in India – how can we reconcile the terrible injustices in life
with an ‘All-Loving God’? We cannot if we limit the experience of the soul to
one short span of 80 or so years, or much less for most people in the world
today. Let me share with you some of the basic ideas of Theosophy which
have had a profound impact on the answers I have been searching for over
many years.
The most fundamental theosophical idea is that Universal Brotherhood is a
fact in nature. Our thoughts and feelings have a great impact on others and
living in harmony as best we can benefits not only those around us but
Mankind as a whole.
Reincarnation and Karma are perhaps the most widely known ideas that have
been popularized by modern Theosophy. Reincarnation and Karma are the
keys to help explain each person’s character and circumstances by tracing
them to thoughts and actions in this and past lives. The events and
circumstances we meet are a response to our earlier choices and way of life,
and in this way we evolve by our own efforts over a long series of lives.
All of us have evolved to this point in our lives by our own thoughts and
actions – though some have not, sadly, evolved as far as others. Looking at
the current wars and unrest around the world, at drug lords and those who
consume their products, we may feel sobered. Yet we are never in a position
to judge the inner worth or progress of another. One day, however long it
takes, and whatever generation may then be on the Earth, all of us will be
winners – people who ‘think’, and in whom good thinking leads to a change in
themselves towards a spiritual direction.
Every person is in charge of his destiny if he chooses to exercise his divine
capacity for thought and morally-directed action. As Jean-Paul Satre said
some seventy years ago:
“My thought is ME – that is why I cannot stop. I exist by what I think – and I
can’t prevent myself from thinking.”
There comes a point when we all come up against what HPB refers to in The
Secret Doctrine as the First Proposition (of the Secret Doctrine):
“And in our thought we are confronted by the Boundless, Infinite space,
ceaseless motion, unending time. The Boundless – that Unknown and
Unknowable principle from within the bosom of which over the passage of
infinite time, universes, galaxies, suns appear and disappear like twinkling
lights against the background of infinite time.”
However, I can think about this and still ask myself – WHY? That is what
makes me a human being and I will always be asking – WHY? – for the rest
of my life. As Goethe wrote:
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“Everything worth thinking has already been thought, our concern must only
be to try to think it through again.”
Happy thinking! - Tony Downey, Melbourne, Australia.
Some people will always throw stones in your path. It depends on what
you make of them. A Wall or a Bridge? Remember that you are the
architect of your life.
AUSTRALIAN NEWS
Theosophical Library Centre in Melbourne now open on Tuesdays: our
library in Melbourne at 664 Glenhuntly Rd South Caulfield is now open on
Tuesday mornings from 10am -1pm for the convenience of members and
friends. The library is also open on Saturdays twice a month for our regular
meeting program as follows for April through August:
Please note: because Easter is on Sat. April 4th, the April meeting will be
held one week later than usual on Sat. April 11th.
Sat. April 11th, 2pm: A New Continent of Thought – Andrew Rooke.
Thursday, April 16th, 7.30pm, Carlton Public Library: Mystical Egypt:
what does Ancient Egypt have to teach us today? – Andrew Rooke Meeting at Carlton Public Library Meeting Room, corner of Rathdowne
and Newry Streets, North Carlton. Organized in conjunction with the Sea
of Faith (SOFIA) Melbourne. Contact David Miller of SOFIA on 9467.2063.
Sat. April 18th, 2pm: Study Group: The Initiatory Cycle.
Sat. May 2nd, 2pm: Karma: Part 1: Recorder, Awakener, Friend – Paul
Rooke.
Sat. May 16th, 2pm: Study Group: What is Theosophy? What is
Theosophy? Theosophy a Unity of Religion, Science, and Philosophy;
Universal Laws in Nature; and The Theosophical Society.
Sat. June 6th, 2pm: Mystics in History and their Mystical Realization –
Jennifer Ryan.
Sat. June 20th, 2pm: Study Group: What is Theosophy? Universal
Brotherhood and the Divinity of Man; The Seven Principles of Man.
Sat. July 4th, 2pm: Ghosts: Do They Exist? What Are They?
Theosophical Perspectives – Andrew Rooke.
Sat. July 18th, 2pm: Study Group: What is Theosophy?: Reincarnation or
Reimbodiment in Flesh; The Law of Karma.
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Sat. August 1st, 2pm: Are the Occult Arts Dangerous? – Panel chaired by
Andrew Reay.
Sat. August 15th, 2pm Study Group: What is Theosophy?: Man After
Death; Theosophy and Science.
For the Study Group in April we will be reading from: G. de Purucker: The Path
of Compassion available from our Library in Melbourne or free online:
http://www.theosociety.org/pasadena/fso/ptcom-hp.htm
For the Study Group from May onwards we shall begin our studies from the
Theosophical Manuals series starting with What is Theosophy? Available in
print from our library or online at:
http://www.theosociety.org/pasadena/gdpmanu/ryan-wh/wit-hp.htm

University of the Third Age (U3A) course in Asian Religions and
Philosophies available again: The weekly University of the Third Age (U3A)
course in Asian Religions and Philosophies is now available once again
commencing in July and throughout 2015. The course is on Wednesday
mornings from 10.30-12.30 at the Ivanhoe U3A Centre, 14 Ivanhoe Parade,
Ivanhoe, Melbourne. DVDs, illustrations, talks, and guest speakers presenting
an introduction to Hinduism, Buddhism, Taoism, Shinto, Confucianism, etc.
Please ring Tony Downey on 9459.5067 if you want further information.
New library books: Amongst the books recently added to our library in
Melbourne and available on loan are the following: Your Beautiful Life:
lessons from an ancient Master, by Sally Mackay and Susie Trumble; Mother:
reborn into light – a soul’s journey, by Sally Mackay; Egypt: lost and found:
explorers and travellers on the Nile, by Alberto Siliotti; God believes in love:
straight talk about gay marriage by Gene Robinson; Mary Baker Eddy and her
books by William D. Orcutt; Alcoholics Anonymous: the story of how many
thousands of men and women have recovered from alcoholism; The message
of the Qur’an, translated and expounded by M. Asad; The Ethical Philosophy
of the Gita by P.N. Srinivaschari; Spiritual Quest: Questions & Answers by
Swami Tapasydnanda; Adventures in Religious Life: the Book that makes Life
Meaningful by Swami Yabiswarananda; Discovering Yourself: the psychology
of self-knowledge by Ernest Baron; Five people you meet in heaven by Mitch
Albom; Kabbalah: three thousand years of mystic tradition by Kenneth
Hanson; The riddle of the New Testament by Sir Edwyn Hoskings; The wealth
within: self-help through a system of relaxing meditation by Ainslie Meares;
The silent encounter: reflections on mysticism by Virginia Hanson. Also: all of
our theosophical books are available free online at:
http://www.theosociety.org/pasadena/ts/tup-onl.htm
Old library books: we have recently withdrawn several books from the library
collection due to lack of shelving space. These are available at no cost to
anyone interested from our ‘give-aways’ table in the library.
Sea of Faith Meetings in Melbourne: the Sea of Faith is a world-wide
organisation promoting open discussion on religion and philosophy. They
meet monthly on Thursdays at 7.30pm at the Carlton Library Meeting Room,
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corner Rathdowne and Newry Streets, North Carlton. (Melways Map: 2B, J2).
Lectures are followed by questions, discussion, and refreshments. ALL
viewpoints are welcome. The program for 2015 includes many fascinating
subjects related to the history of Christianity and the roots of modern
philosophy and religions in Ancient Egypt. These are listed at:
http://www.sof-in-australia.org/local-group-meetings.php?pageid=16
Contact the SOFIA Melbourne’s co-ordinator, David Miller, on (03) 9467 2063
for any further details.
Universal brotherhood — the keen realization of the spiritual and natural
oneness of humankind — is the only key to a peace that will last. If we
would have permanent peace, we should create the international spirit
and sustain it; otherwise we cultivate that which is contrary to the spirit
of true brotherhood and justice. Let us determine to abolish from our
hearts all moral trickery, all selfish grasping at advantage, all fear of our
fellowmen, and war, even all fear of war, will dissolve away as do the
mists before the morning sun. War will become impossible; for war is
merely the effect, the symptom, of inner moral weaknesses. --Katherine
Tingley
ALCHEMY: TRANSFORMATION TOWARDS OUR INNER SELF – Rita
Houthuijzen.

In her Esoteric Instructions H.P. Blavatsky writes:
“True knowledge is of Spirit and in Spirit alone, and cannot be acquired in any
other way except through the reign of the higher mind, the only plane from
which we can penetrate the depths of the all-pervading Absoluteness. … If
man by suppressing, if not destroying, his selfishness and personality, only
succeeds in knowing himself as he is behind the veil of physical Māyā, he will
soon stand beyond all pain, all misery, and beyond all the wear and tear of
change, which is the chief originator of pain. … All this may be achieved by
the development of unselfish universal love of Humanity, and the suppression
of personality, or selfishness, which is the cause of all sin, and consequently
of all human sorrow.” (Collected Writings 12:537-8)
What is Alchemy? Alchemy in its deepest sense means inner transformation.
The commonly accepted definition of Alchemy understands only that it is the
knowledge of how to turn lead into gold. But let’s not forget that lead
symbolizes the material, physical principle, and gold, the spiritual, divine
principle in man respectively. Alchemy has both an esoteric and an exoteric
side; as parts of one whole, they are in essence inseparable. Separating and
combining are key concepts in chemistry; separating and combining were and
are also very important in alchemy. But was it really possible to turn lead into
gold? What were the alchemists really searching for? Why were they such a
mysterious group of people, whose activities aroused so much curiosity?
Let me begin by giving a simple example.
Nowadays, many people have themselves treated
by an acupuncturist for all sorts of ailments and
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diseases. However, orthodox medical science firmly rejects this traditional
Chinese healing method. This is because the existence of energy pathways in
an energy body invisible to the naked eye is in their view sheer fictional
nonsense!
A doctor once challenged an acupuncturist to demonstrate that these energy
pathways really exist, saying that if you cut open a human or animal body, you
can see nothing but flesh, blood, muscles, organs and bones. The
acupuncturist’s reply was very to the point. He said: “Suppose we were to cut
open your own body, here and now. We would indeed find flesh, blood,
muscles, organs and bones. But where are you then? Don’t you exist either?”
As HP Blavatsky wrote: “Life, and everything pertaining to it, belongs to the
lawful domain of the metaphysician and psychologist, and physical science
has no claim upon it. ... Scalpels and microscopes may solve the mystery of
the material parts of the shell of man: they can never cut a window into his
soul to open the smallest vista on any of the wider horizons of being.
It is those thinkers alone, who, following the Delphic injunction, have cognized
life in their inner selves, those who have studied it thoroughly in themselves,
before attempting to trace and analyze its reflection in their outer shells, who
are the only ones rewarded with some measure of success.” (Collected
Writings 8:241)
Jakob Boehme: 17th century German mystic, Jakob
Böhme, wrote in his Theosophische Wercke:
“Since Vulcan kindled the mercurial wheel of fear, in
which the soul imagines itself to be, the heads of
these souls are turned only towards the multiplicity of
natural things. The soul is entirely subjected to the
vagaries of the passions. The enlightened soul,
however, advises the poor soul to kill the monstrous
serpent larva [that is, human desire] in itself, by
entering the loving spirit of Christ, who, by becoming
flesh, broke down the gates of hell and reopened the road to paradise.”
Vulcan symbolizes the awakening of the ‘fiery wheel of essence’, that is, all
the properties of nature in the soul, in the sense of lust and desire. Lust and
desire are represented by the astral radiance of the moon.
The Lord of the Rings: In Tolkien’s famous novel The Lord
of the Rings, the ring stands for the power that matter can
have over humans, especially in the form of jewels, money
and gold. This is because humans are still under the
delusion that lots of money means lots of power. But this is
merely a temporary illusion, and applies only in that same
material existence. It is a very narrow idea and betrays great ignorance
concerning the true nature of life in the Universe.
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So Vulcan symbolizes the awakening of the fiery wheel of essence in that
existence. In Tolkien’s novel, the hobbit Frodo eventually has to throw the ring
into the volcano of Mount Doom in order to banish greed. The ring was
originally forged in this mountain by evil forces.
The novel gives a wonderful description of how greed can turn people into the
ugly and tortured character of ‘Gollum’ and of the inner struggle between
humanity’s positive and negative tendencies. Humans change into a version
of Gollum as soon as their greed gains the upper hand, and they are even
capable of killing other humans. Greed makes humans very ugly, especially
inwardly.
In the novel, the good white wizard, Gandalf, is on the side of the Hobbits
Sam and Frodo. Gollum, who accompanies the two hobbits on their journey,
acts as the great tempter, constantly fuelling their greed and conflict. But we
continually see Gollum’s own struggle with his better inner nature he calls his
former self, ‘Smeagol’’, which really makes the story so gripping and relevant
to the inner battle we all face every moment.
The story also includes Elves, portrayed as very loving and wise beings. It is
interesting that in the middle of the story, the female chief fairy gets her hands
on the ring. She, too, threatens to fall under its spell, and in the film her
struggle is clearly portrayed in her facial expression. But as a result of her
very pure inner nature, she is able to conquer this greed and ugliness, and
free herself from the influence of the ring and from material urges and desires.
The Black and Golden Sophias: Alchemistic
writings speak of the Golden Sophia, who signifies
the end of the night of ignorance and the destructive
materials of dissolution. She is the solitary, heavenly
Sophia. But there is also a Black, lunar Sophia, who
descended into matter and became imprisoned in it,
and calls for help from the depths of matter. This
exactly reflects what we humans are always doing,
consciously or unconsciously. ‘Sophia’ is the Greek
word for knowledge or wisdom, as in the term
‘Theosophia’, meaning wisdom and knowledge of the ultimate, inner Universe.
According to Hermetic symbolism, the Black Madonna represents the same
idea I’ve just mentioned. When the sun and moon merge, there will be unity.
This also applies, for example, to the concepts of yin and yang, male and
female, matter and spirit, and so on. Once all duality in humans has been
dissolved, knowledge and understanding will appear. That is why knowledge
of esoteric alchemy is actually a transformation towards our inner self.
The Sun: The sun played a major role in many ancient religions, and the
same is true in alchemy. The sun also symbolizes the gold of the alchemists.
The inner sun releases humans from their self-made material prison of
suffering and misery, and the black sun is the outermost layer of the solar
monad, which dissolves everything with its dark, all-consuming fire. In Arabian
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alchemy the black sun also represents the impurities in ordinary gold that has
to be washed away.
But the sun is a mysterious globe, the central point and the life-giving essence
of our solar system. The sun not only played, and still plays a major role in
many traditions. It was also honoured as a genuine god. The ancient esoteric
Gnostic writings speak of the sun as the equivalent of what call in Theosophy
a, ‘Dhyāni-Buddha’; however, this is a reference to the solar monad itself or
the higher triad of the solar god, because the sun, like planets and humans,
has a sevenfold constitution. There are even references to the twelvefold
constitution of living essences.
The Root Races: What we observe is where we are at in our long road of
spiritual development. For us humans, Theosophy tells us that is the fourth
‘round’ on the fourth globe of the earth in the fifth ‘root-race’. The fifth rootrace goes back about 4.5 million years. It is called the ‘Aryan race’, but let me
stress that this has absolutely nothing to do with the ideology of the Third
Reich at the time of the Second World War!
Before the present fifth root-race, there was a fourth root-race, the Atlanteans,
and a third root-race, the Lemurians, and so on.

The place on the map of the old Atlantis (4th root-race)

The place on the map of the old Lemuria (3rd root-race)
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With the consciousness that we now have, we therefore observe the fourth
globe of the sun, the reflected essence of the true sun. And that same sun is
merely an atom in the body of an even greater cosmic being, just as our
atoms are monadic particles with their own development on the microcosmic
level.
The teachings about the rounds and races are very extensive and require a
certain insight. But it is above all the deep inner desire to search for the origin
of life and ourselves as humans that enables us to achieve deep insights into
the origin of that same life, wherever in the Universe it may be. It is very
important to realize that the earth is a living essence. A life that makes its
body available to us so that we can learn our cosmic life lessons. This
includes both major and minor lessons, as both are equally important to our
inner transformation. Dead matter is therefore a misconception, for dead
matter does not exist. Everything is energy and life!
The Sevenfold Nature of Man: To return briefly to the sevenfold constitution
of man: it is not only humans that have a sevenfold constitution, but
everything that lives, including planets, suns, and the entire universe and
even Universes! According to Theosophy, the seven principles are divided
into an upper triad and a lower quaternary as follows from the lowest to the
highest:
1. The physical body

Rupa

2. Vitality

Prana-jiva

3. Astral body

Linga sarira

4. Animal soul

Kama rupa

5. Human soul

Manas

6. Spiritual soul

Buddhi

7. Spiritual Monad

Atman

As the book, The Seven Principles of Man, states:
“At the root of our being dwells our Âtman, the I AM, ourself – our sense of
existence, of being alive. This sense of I AM is universal. It is the same in all
creatures. And it is universal and the same in all because the inmost spiritual
consciousness of every organism is an integral part of the universal self or
Âtman, as a drop is an integral part of the encompassing ocean. And each
single drop is like in composition and nature to every other drop and to the
whole ocean itself.”
In, The Lord of the Rings, Tolkien gives a very clear portrayal of the desire
principle in humans and our inner struggle against it. In Sanskrit, it is called
‘Kāma’ or ‘Desire’. Kāma, which belongs to the lower quaternary of our inner
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constitution, is also called the driving or impelling force. It is neither good nor
bad, this being determined by how it is used by the brain-mind and the soul. It
is this struggle that makes Tolkien’s book so compelling. Tolkien was one of
those special people with a deep insight into esoteric knowledge.
As I’ve already said, alchemy really means a transformation towards our Inner
Self. It means looking inwards and investigating, understanding that
everything is present in everything else. This is a task that every living being
should discover or uncover within themselves. And this involves removing the
veils of matter concealing the inner soul and perceiving the being that is its
true essence.
Medieval German mystic, Meister Eckhart, in his
Deutsche Predigten und Traktate puts it this way:
‘The eye through which I see God is the same
eye through which God sees me; my eye and
God’s eye are one eye, one seeing, one knowing,
one love,’
This means the same as the expression: ‘The
perception, the perceived and the perceiver are
one.’
Gottfried de Purucker wrote: “The heart of any sun is a most marvellous
alchemical laboratory in which occur molecular, atomic, and electronic
changes which it would be utterly impossible to reproduce in any of our
chemical workshops.” (Fountain-Source of Occultism, p. 298)
In the Bible Paul is told from within: “Do you not know that you are God’s
temple and that God’s spirit dwells within you?”
If our body is a temple through which our own higher self operates here on
planet earth, it follows logically that our body is not just any old thing, but a
living essence that we can use to transform ourselves. This means that we
need to be very careful how we treat our body. Through ignorance, people
inflict in a great deal of misery on themselves. Sickness and suffering are the
result, and above all temporary stagnation in our inner development. But we
learn through suffering and eventually it will enable us to continue to grow and
transform ourselves. There is no real standstill, but the pilgrim will have to
travel a longer path back to its origin. That is the freedom of choice and
direction that we have.
Seeing the Higher Self: The divine self is observed by the lower self. Ātman,
our higher self or the seventh principle, once freed of its Māyā or enchantment
by matter, is able to see what it really is. The alchemists see as the apex of
two polar or opposing forces the conjunction – that is, the connection and
union of the male and female principles in the marriage between heaven and
earth. Once that union has taken place, humans awaken from the shadowy
realm of matter.
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This reminds me of the story of Plato’s cave in his Timaeus, in which
prisoners who are chained to face one of the rock walls thought that the
shadows cast onto it by the dim light behind them constituted reality. But it is
only their reality, just as what we currently observe seems to be our reality.
One of the prisoners, after being freed from his chains (symbolizing the chains
of matter), left the cave and saw the sun’s radiant light. If he had gone back
inside, full of enthusiasm, and told the others about this globe of light and the
world outside, they would have called him a liar. Plato’s ideas are often cited
and used as illustrations in alchemistic writings.

Plato’s cave
The teachings of the alchemists were also very popular in ancient Alexandria.
When the old Alexandrian library was burned down, many books and writings
on alchemy were unfortunately lost. I once visited Alexandria and saw the
new library there. It contains a special, well-guarded department where very
ancient writings that have survived the ravages of time are kept. The library of
Ephesus also contained many famous works. Fortunately, quite a few have
been preserved.

The old library of Ephesus
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In ancient times there was a lively exchange between these two important
libraries. This was made possible by shipping and marine trade routes.
But most of the writings have unfortunately disappeared.
Paracelsus once said: “Man is what he thinks. If he thinks fire, he is fire. If he
thinks war, he is war.”
According to the Gnostics, our thoughts are not free from the law of action
and reaction. Due to our material thought habits, we think that our thoughts
are independent of our observations. But every thought takes on a form and
has an effect on the psychic-astral plane, also known as the Ākāśa. The
ancient Stoics called this plane the “ether” and the Hebrew Old Testament
speaks of the “cosmic waters”.
According to the alchemists, the Christos that the man Jesus manifested to
some of his followers, represents the divine body in every human, the only
universal form in which all things are preserved in their eternal forms. It is also
called in Theosophy, the Buddhic principle in man.
In alchemy the cross is used as a symbol for the crucible. The crucible is the
place where the “prima materia” experiences the passion. It dies there in
order to be reawakened to life, cleansed, spiritualized and transformed. The
cross symbolizes the physical body.
Becoming the Higher Self: By crucifying the body, by letting go of
everything that is matter, we are resurrected as ‘Christos’, united with our true
being or higher self. ”Ātman is Brahman”, say the Hindus. And Jesus said: “I
am the door, through me you will find the Father.”
All suffering leads to insight; that is also what the “four noble truths” of
Buddhism teach. That is why we need to examine why we suffer and how we
can be released from suffering. Alchemy tries in its own special way to explain
what life is and why it is as it is.
I think that “Many roads lead to Rome”. Many ancient peoples, different faiths,
philosophers, races, traditions and civilizations have tried to shed light on this
wonderful mystery we call “life”. But bear in mind that all these groups of
people were we ourselves, as is implied by the teachings of karma and
reincarnation. For we pass from race to race, from round to round and from
planetary chain to planetary chain.
“Man ought to learn how he came into the world”, said H.P. Blavatsky (Secret
Doctrine 2:34). And I would add: “why he came into the world? ”
We have an obligation to try and find out who and what we are and what our
true nature is, not least out of respect for all the earlier efforts by ourselves
and those of the many, many souls in and beyond this universe, which is
immeasurable and yet so near.
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That is our responsibility towards all of life and in the name of the supreme
love that the Absolute or Unknown cherishes for its offspring. Understanding
this love, or rather, becoming this love, is our most noble task, our goal and
our dharma, the highest calling and duty of a human being.
And then, once the inner heart of our being has been opened, the mystery
has been solved and the alchemist has understood how he can turn ‘lead’ of
the lower nature, into the ‘gold’ of the higher self, the transformation that has
taken place will benefit all life throughout the entire Cosmos! - based on a
lecture to the Royal Academy of Art, the Hague, Holland, delivered by Rita
Houthuijzen in October 2014.

“No matter how hard you study, if you do not become one with the art
you pursue you can never truly be one with the universe and the ‘spirit
of the thing itself’ will always elude you. Things never appear to be what
they truly are. But if you look at things with no attachment to them you
will come to understand your place. The work is more important than the
worker. When you come to see things in a broader perspective, taking
no-thing-ness to be truth, you will see truth as no-thing.” … “You are the
Spirit of the Thing Itself.!” From the Book of Five Rings by Miyamoto
Mushashi, Japanese Samurai, 1645.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS
International Headquarters: The
Theosophical Society, Pasadena, has a
comprehensive website, where an
extensive selection of full text publications is
available online, many in pdf format:
www.theosociety.org . A new Unabridged
Verbatim Edition of The Secret Doctrine in print and PDF eBook is now
available from our publishing department of the international HQ;
Theosophical University Press. Fonts that resemble the original fonts and
maintained line and page endings have been used throughout. It is hoped in
this way to give easy access to the original text of The Secret Doctrine. The
online link to the PDF eBook is: http://www.theosociety.org/pasadena/sdpdf/sdpdf-hp.htm The Theosophical University Press catalogue for 2015:
is now available online or in print from our Melbourne library. Please contact
the editor for a copy at: andrewrooke@hotmail.com
American Section: The website of the American Section is
www.americasection.us. Further literature can be ordered online through the
Wizards Bookshelf.
Theosophy Northwest: recent editions of the Theosophy Northwest View,
features an article by Eloise Hart, Monster Slayer’s Quest – the Navaho Way,
and under Theosophical views, Plant Intelligence, part 1and 2 by Sally
Dougherty. To view these go to www.theosophy-nw.org. All back editions
can be viewed, including articles collated according to topics and world
spiritual traditions, and more.
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British Section: To view back editions of the newsletter, Compass, go to
www.theosophical.org.uk. Various articles and newsletters of the past ten
years are featured; correspondence courses as well as free online
subscriptions to the Compass are offered.
The Netherlands Section: For our Dutch-speaking readers, the Netherlands
Section’s website has a wide selection of translated, online publications,
where articles are collated according to topic at www.theosofie.net for easy
referencing. The Impuls newsletter articles can be viewed at
www.theosofie.net/impuls/index.html. These are listed according to
authors.
South Africa: Contact is the newsletter of the South African Section. All
issues are available from our Melbourne library or can be sent via email by
contacting: andrewrooke@hotmail.com Recent issues feature articles on
the theme of Karma and Justice both from a contemporary South African
perspective, and featuring excellent articles from backissues of our
international magazines.
Complete Works of Charles Johnson now available: Charles Johnson was
a member of the Theosophical Society who worked throughout his life to
translate key eastern texts in the light of theosophy. He was originally
recruited to translate these texts by William Quan Judge on behalf of the
Oriental Department of the TS in America. He produced nine volumes of work
now available for the first time in print and online including: The Mukhya
Upanishads; The Vedanta Philosophy of Sankaracharya; The Tao The King;
The Yoga Sutras of Patanjali;The Bhagavad Gita; Hidden Wisdom (Collected
Writings) in four volumes. Links to each book can be found at:
www.kshetrabooks.com
The World Parliament of Religions 2015: the next World Parliament of
Religions is to be held in Salt Lake City, Utah, in the USA, on October 15-19th
2015. The theme will be ‘Reclaiming the heart of humanity’ and keynote
speakers will be the Dalai Lama of Tibet and Dr Karen Armstrong of the
Charter for Compassion. More than 10,000 delegates from more than 80
countries and 50 religious traditions are expected to attend. More information
is available from the Parliament at:
http://www.parliamentofreligions.org/index.cfm?n=35&sn=1
Volunteers Use 3D printers to provide free
artificial limbs: An online organization of
more than 1,500 volunteers is using 3D
printers to produce prosthetic hands or fingers
for people around the world who need them.
The group, called e-NABLE, has the goals of
designing, printing and distributing their
inexpensive plastic prostheses. The group's
prostheses are made of tough plastics and cost little to make or repair
compared to traditional prosthetics can cost more than $40,000. e-NABLE's
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printed hands cost less than $50 to produce for volunteers with access to 3D
printers, but they are not as elaborate as traditional prostheses. They are
based on open-source, non-proprietary designs, some of which were first
developed in 2012. The collaborative approach to design has the potential to
improve millions of lives around the world.
Photographers Save Animal Lives: Husband and wife team Elizabeth and
Jason Putsche have spent the last five years compiling a stunning collection
of photographs documenting the unseen lives of outdoor cats. Founders of
Photographers For Animals a non-profit organization which uses film and
photography to inspire positive change for animals, the couple are dedicated
to raising awareness of this pressing issue and sharing the stories of these
individuals that have been often maligned by our society. Read more:
http://www.care2.com/causes/incredible-photos-document-secret-livesof-street-cats.html#ixzz3F1xIx07J
Exploring Theosophy Website: a really good website which relates
theosophical principles to current day problems and scientific research is
available at: Exploring Theosophy: the synthesis of science, religion and
philosophy: http://davidpratt.info/ The website is maintained by well-known
theosophical researcher David Pratt. Recent posts include: Darwinian claims
and controversies; Genetic Adams and Eves; Suppressed evidence of human
antiquity; Giants and wild men; Anatomy and origins; Theosophy: fallen
angels and fallen apes.
“Human nature is not altogether unchanging but it does remain
sufficiently constant to justify the study of ancient classics. The
problems of human life and destiny have not been superseded by the
achievements of science and technology. …The responsibility laid on
man as a rational being, to integrate himself, to relate the present to the
past and the future, and to live in time as well as in eternity, has become
acute and urgent…At the core of all historical religions there are
fundamental types of spiritual experience though they are expressed
with different degrees of clarity. [A study of the history of religion]
illustrates and illuminates these primary experiences.” –
S. Radhakrishnan, The Principal Upanishads, page 5.

WHY STUDY ANCIENT RELIGIONS AND PHILOSOPHIES? - Andrew
Rooke
A reader of our Newsletter writes:
Theosophists seem to spend an awful lot of time studying ancient religions
and philosophies. I have read on the website of the international headquarters
of the Theosophical Society (Pasadena) that one of the principle aims of the
Society is: “to study ancient and modern religion, science, and philosophy”.
With so many urgent problems in the world today, why is this so? Why do
Theosophists seem so obsessed with the past?
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The editor comments:
The primary aim of Theosophy is to encourage a sense of Universal
Brotherhood in the world. Theosophists therefore look for what unites people
rather than what separates them. We can start by looking for the common
threads of Truth that run through all the world’s great religions. This is process
can lead to a ‘common ground’ where we can start to sort out the problems
and differences manifest in the world today. That common ground seems to
be simply to treat others as we wish to be treated ourselves – Universal
Brotherhood in action. If we are not prepared to do this in the reality of our
everyday lives, then what good is all the complex theological discussions that
fills libraries of religious books throughout history? As the Jewish Talmud
says: “”What is hurtful to you, do not to your fellow man. That is the law; the
rest is just commentary.” – Talmud, Shabbat 31a.
Beyond this, the study of ancient religions awakens us to the spiritual
dimension of life in our very materialistic and secular world of the 21st century.
In order to understand ancient societies like our own Australian Aboriginal
peoples, we need to have an empathetic ‘living into’ their stories and traditions
and this can lead to a certain inner ‘waking up’ to the religious dimension of
life. We come to realize that there is a spiritual reality of the Aboriginal
‘Dreamtime’ underlying the material reality with which we are familiar. It is like
a swimmer cruising along on the surface of the ocean (the material world)
who suddenly decides to put his head under the water and realize that there is
a whole new world (the spiritual world) down there supporting him and what
he thought was the ‘real world’!
Perhaps by studying ancient religions and philosophies of living, we may find
one pathway to spiritual realities. A mystic Egyptologist wrote the following
comments on the relevance of studying the religion of ancient Egypt. But the
same could be true of the study of any of the wisdom traditions of ancient
peoples from Greece and Rome, to the ancient wisdom traditions of our own
Australian Aboriginal peoples:
“… the study of ancient Egyptian religion may lead us to conceive of a task
that we have to fulfil in the present day. This task is to open ourselves once
more to those realms of spirit that we are presented with in the mystical
literature of ancient Egypt...” “… Whilst it would make little sense to try and
resurrect the religion of ancient Egypt today, the spiritual impulse that issues
from ancient Egypt into contemporary culture may nevertheless encourage us
to pursue paths of inner development appropriate to our own period in history,
paths that once again put us in touch with realms of experience that have
been too long neglected. The study of ancient Egyptian religion paradoxically
points us towards our own future, which is surely to develop new capacities of
consciousness that would awaken us once more to the spiritual realities of
which the mystical literature of ancient Egypt speaks.” – Jeremy Naydler in
Shamanic Wisdom in the Pyramid Texts (2006), page 329. – Andrew Rooke,
Melbourne, Australia.
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May I be with you, you gods; May you be with me . . . your Onite
(character) is in me, O God . . . See me, O Ra, recognize me O Ra, I
belong to those that know you, so know me.
— Ancient Egyptian Pyramid Texts, 2,500 BC

MYSTICAL ANCIENT EGYPT: Part 1 – Heirs to Atlantis? - Andrew
Rooke.
With this issue we commence a new series on a subject of eternal fascination
– Ancient Egypt. In the 21st century, Egyptologists can tell us fascinating
details of the history, society, economy, culture, science, and outward aspects
of the religion of ancient Egypt. But does this tell us everything about the inner
spiritual knowledge this seminal civilisation has to teach us today thousands
of years after its demise? We hope to explore the mystical, magical, and
symbolist interpretation of ancient Egypt, which has had such a huge impact
on the modern Western world, over the 2015 issues of our newsletter.
The Influence of Ancient Egypt: Ancient Egypt
has had an immense influence on Western
society throughout the ages. It was always seen
in the ancient world as the very apogee of
education in every field – like America today. But
unlike its modern equivalent, ancient Egypt was
respected throughout the ancient Western world
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as the pinnacle of the spiritual sciences, a little bit like we respect India or
Tibet for their spiritual knowledge today. The Hermetic philosophies of Greece
and Rome which inspired Neo-Platonic thought and then later Christianity in
the early Christian era, were based on spiritual knowledge from ancient Egypt.
Later, following the Middle Ages, the Renaissance, or rebirth of classical
knowledge in Europe, was really an attempt to rediscover the ancient
knowledge of Greece, Rome, and of their predecessor, ancient Egypt.
Ultimately the very structures of the modern Western world which flowed from
the French Revolution in 1789 and the formation of the USA in 1776 were
both greatly influenced by Freemasonry which in turn is grounded in the
spiritual traditions of ancient Egypt. The Emperor Napoleon in postrevolutionary France, President George Washington, and many of the
principle founders of modern America, were Freemasons with a tremendous
respect for the esoteric knowledge of ancient Egypt. Ancient Egypt has had
an immense influence on the arts in every field especially since Napoleon
invaded Egypt in 1798 and the French scholar Jean Francois Champollion
cracked the code of ancient Egyptian hieroglyphs in 1822. Today the
tremendous popularity of The Mummy and The Scorpion King series of films
(1999-2012) and the Tutankhamen Exhibition in Melbourne (2012) testify to
the continuing fascination we have with ancient Egypt.
The Mystery Tradition in Ancient Egypt: An examination of the writings and
monuments of ancient Egypt tells us that, in its prime, the civilization of the
Nile possessed many of the keys to the doors of the Esoteric Wisdom.
Certainly the ancients themselves were well aware of this fact. For example,
the Church Father Origen tells us that the philosophers of ancient Egypt had
a... “most noble and secret wisdom concerning the nature of the Divine which
was disclosed to the people only under the garment of fables and
allegories…” (Contra Celsum, Bk I, ch. xxii).
Theosophist HP Blavatsky understood
this was true when she wrote: ‘Verily
there was some truth in the old saying,
“The Wisdom of the Egyptians.”…”The
Mighty Ones perform their great works,
and leave behind them everlasting
monuments to commemorate their visit,
every time they penetrate within our
mayavic veil (atmosphere)…” The Secret
Doctrine 1:434.
Djoser’s step pyramid 2650BC

Some of these keys to the high wisdom of ancient Egypt were rediscovered in
the mid-twentieth century by the great French archaeologist Rene A.
Schwaller de Lubicz and his wife Isha who spent 15 years studying the
esoteric significance of the design of the Temples at Luxor. Theosophists,
Manuel Oderberg, and Lionel Whellams, of our own Australian Section of the
Theosophical Society (Pasadena) wrote on these matters in the 1930s.
Theosophical writers and Rene Schwaller de Lubicz were followed by 21st
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Century mystical and symbolist interpreters of ancient Egyptian civilization
notably – American writer and traveller, John Anthony West, and Oxford
philosopher Dr Jeremy Naydler whose books and videos provide most of the
information that follows in these articles.
Summarizing the mystical view of ancient Egyptian civilization and how this
differs so greatly from that of mainstream Egyptologists, Robert Lawlor says:
“In the Symbolist (mystic) model of ancient Egypt, at least two concurrent,
simultaneous levels are at work in any given instance. One is the study of
Egypt as a civilization that existed in a factual geographic place and time, its
people, mythology, social forms, its chronological unfolding, its monuments
and artifacts. But this is only a backdrop, or support for another Egypt, which
might be called a quality of intelligence. This Egypt is outside of chronological
considerations; it is rather, both an ever present and recurring possibility of
consciousness.”
Was there a Civilisation in Egypt even Older than the Oldest we
currently know? Contemporary Egyptology teaches that Egyptian civilization
appeared around 3,000BC and that the people were believers in animalheaded gods and had a primitive view of the universe and man’s relation to it.
In fact the Egyptians themselves in their temple records of their history date
their origins to their Gods and the Servants of the Gods who ruled what is now
Egypt at least 36,000 years ago. Their science, mathematics, and astronomy
seem to have been in place from the beginning (3000BC) and reached a
flowering in the Old Kingdom (2686 to 2181BC) with magnificent buildings
such as King Djoser’s step pyramid constructed only 500 years (2650BC)
after the first comparatively primitive structures of Egypt’s earliest dynastic
period (3000BC). It is as if a core of Egyptian initiates had the background
knowledge to build such structures before the beginning of the historical
period we know. But these highly educated people needed simply to refine the
skills of enough architects and craftsmen to build such huge monuments, and
to await the right astrological time for such activities – perhaps the start of Kali
Yuga?
How is this possible? Perhaps there was a
still older kingdom than the Old Kingdom
recognized by modern Egyptology?
Ancient Stone Vases in Primitive
Villages: In predynastic archaeological
sites in Egypt exquisite stone vases made
from some of the hardest stone known,
such as Diorite, Porphery, and Granite
have been found surrounded by primitive
artefacts.
These have complex designs and are
hollowed out in the centre. They have a
hardness greater than steel but the
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Egyptians are supposed to have had only copper tools with which to
manufacture them.
The stone is so difficult to work with that it would be difficult for us to make
these stone vases today with our technology, much less 5,000 years ago.
Could it be these items were remnants of an earlier civilization kept as
treasured artefacts by the people of later times who were living in a postapoplectic era after the destruction of the civilization that originally had the
technology to make them?
The Great Sphinx – a lot older than we think? There is no more iconic
image of ancient Egypt than The Great Sphinx near the Great Pyramid at
Giza near modern day Cairo. It was supposed to have been built during the
reign of the Pharoah Khafra about 2,600 BC. But was it really?
The statue itself and the man-made temple walls surrounding it show
evidence of water erosion, ie. that the statue was exposed to rain for a long
period. But it hasn’t rained consistently in this area for 10,000 years at least
and the Sphinx shows extensive signs of water weathering, therefore it must
have been exposed to water erosion for hundreds or thousands of years!
Boston University Geologist Robert Schoch confirmed these findings in the
mid-1990s.
In 1991 New York forensic artist Detective
Frank Domingo, proved conclusively that
head of the Sphinx was not the same
individual as the Pharoah Khafra (Chefren) as
identified by other statues depicting him.
Both pieces of evidence would suggest that
the Sphinx is of immense antiquity, perhaps
constructed at the end of the last Ice Age
when the area was subject to flooding and
rains. The discovery in 1994 of a
sophisticated temple complex at Gobekli
Tepe in south-western Turkey dated to
12,000 years ago, indicates that there were civilizations in the region in the
remote past capable of building huge monuments with stone slabs weighing
up to 20 tons each! The whole site at Gobekli Tepe seems to have been
deliberately buried 10,000 years ago!
When you consider these facts we might well agree with symbolist
Egyptologist John Anthony West when he says:
“… The much vaunted flowering of ancient Greece 2,000 years later pales
into insignificance in the face of a civilization which, supposedly starting from
a crude Neolithic (Stone Age) base, produced in a few centuries a complete
system of hieroglyphs, the most sophisticated calendrical system ever
developed, an effective mathematics, a refined medicine, a total mastery of
the gamut of the arts and crafts and the capacity to construct the largest and
most accomplished stone buildings ever built by man. The cautiously
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expressed astonishment of modern Egyptologists hardly matches the real
magnitude of the mystery.
A realistic approach to the mystery
suggests alternatives that are
unacceptable to the orthodox mind. The
first is that Egyptian civilization did not
develop in situ but this was brought to
Egypt by hypothetical conquerors. This
alternative simply translates the mystery
of a period of development to the as-yetundiscovered homeland of these
conquerors.
The second alternative is that Egypt did not ‘develop’ her civilization, but
inherited it…that the coherent complete and interrelated system of science,
religion, art and philosophy of Egypt …came from a prior civilization
possessing a high order of knowledge. In other words, this alternative brings
up the old question of ‘Atlantis’…” – John Anthony West: Serpent in the Sky:
the High Wisdom of Ancient Egypt, pages 184-195.
Refugees from Atlantis: Theosophy teaches that in fact what became the
ancient Egyptian civilization was founded by refugees fleeing from a highly
advanced, but very materialistic society – the 4th Root-Race of Humanity (we
are the 5th) - Atlantis. This civilization was destroyed by a series of massive
floods and subsidence of some continental areas and raising of others. This
point of view is advocated also by 20th century French archaeologist Rene
Schwaller de Lubicz, the American psychic Edgar Cayce, and 21st century
symbolist Egyptologist, John Anthony West.
In our next article in this series in the August issue, Let’s take a look at the
most iconic image of Atlantis and Ancient Egypt – the Pyramid – Andrew
Rooke, Melbourne, Australia.
. . . the doctrine of the Egyptians concerning principles, proceeding from
on high as far as to the last of things, begins from one principle, and
descends to a multitude which is governed by this one . . . Iamblichus,
Syrian Neo-Platonic philosopher, 3rd century AD.
“We should not follow those who tell us that because we are human we
should think human thoughts, and because we are mortal we should
think the thoughts of mortals, but we ought as far as possible to achieve
immortality, and do all that a human being can to live in accordance with
the highest thing in us; for though this may be small in bulk, in power
and value it far surpasses all the rest.” – Aristotle, Ethics, X.vii.8.
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BOOK REVIEWS:
Zealot: the Life and Times of Jesus of Nazareth by
Reza Aslan. Allen & Unwin, 2013: we live in
challenging and often violent times, where major
powers invade smaller nations and religious
extremism is rife. Our current situation is not unlike the
first century in Palestine which is the subject of this
new best–selling book by Reza Aslan who is also, not
surprisingly, a specialist in religious extremism and
fundamentalism. The author argues that to understand
the development of Christianity, we must place Jesus
in the context of his times and then move on to see
what others have done with his original teachings.
What he has discovered is that, in fact, Jesus was a Jewish nationalist
preacher who wanted independence from the Roman Empire and that later
Jewish, Greek, and Roman converts turned him into a pacific preacher whose
kingdom was not of this world. He points to St Paul as the principle proponent
of what has become Christianity today being quite at odds with the original
teachings of Jesus. He says that these original teachings were those of an
obscure sect of Judaism and intended principally for Jewish followers. Jesus’s
philosophy was carried forward by his brother, James, after Jesus execution
on the cross for sedition by the Roman and Temple authorities in Jerusalem
around 33AD. The author says that Jesus was merely one of many Jewish
preachers who taught the sovereignty of the Jewish God and the imminent
coming of a ‘messiah’ to liberate them from bondage to a variety of outside
powers. This same belief formed the basis of every Jewish resistance
movement from the Maccabees who threw off the yoke of the Persian
Seleucid rule in 164 BC, to the radicals and revolutionaries who resisted
Roman occupation – the outright bandits, the Sicarii assassins, the religious
‘Zealots’, and the martyrs of Masada following the Roman invasion and
destruction of the second Jerusalem Temple in 70AD. The author paints a
fascinating landscape of the turbulent times in which Jesus is believed by
millions of Christians today to have walked the earth preaching his message.
However, from a theosophical perspective, as I understand it, this is a
misunderstanding of the work of the great ‘avatara’ or high spiritual teacher
who in fact came to the Palestine region about one hundred years before the
events mentioned in the New Testament. According to theosophical authors,
the story of Jesus is merely an analogy of what occurred in the mystery
schools as a kind of example or instruction manual for his followers of the
qualities and aspirations required on the spiritual path. This fiction was based
on the events of first century Palestine with Jesus as the type figure of the
highly-evolved Initiate, in order to provide a meaningful analogy for the
followers of this great master, and was certainly understood to be so by other
early Christian groups such as the Gnostic Christians. It was only later,
particularly after the first Council of Nicea in 325 AD, that our understanding of
Jesus Christ as a God-Man based on the teachings of St Paul became
widespread and eventually enforced by the Roman empire as the state
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religion towards the end of the fourth century AD giving us Christianity as we
have it today.
To me though, by restricting himself to social and political matters, the author
completely misses the great depth and mystical significance of Christian
teaching both in the Gospels included in the New Testament, but especially in
those which never made it into the Bible and were found in the Naj Hammadi
library of Christian (and other) manuscripts in 1945. Reza Aslan has done a
great service by drawing our attention to the reality of the turbulent times in
which Jesus was supposed to have lived and the possible influences on his
teachings and followers of that time. Theosophists can also learn a lot from
the example of Christianity how easily the original teachings of a spiritual
teacher can be turned into a social and political force to control and dominate
people. However, to me this is incidental to the majesty and power of those
teachings to move Christian people to live a better life and show kindness to
others right down through the centuries to the equally turbulent early years of
our 21st century. – review by Andrew Rooke, Melbourne, Australia.

Bhagavad-Gita: Recension by William Quan Judge
combined with his Essays on the Gita.
Theosophical University Press, 1969.
It is really very confusing! A world full of books on
‘spirituality’ with a bewildering variety of different
opinions on all sides – and now the internet!
Thousands of years ago, perhaps the most eloquent
statement on the human condition was written which
endlessly repays the reader with new spiritual insights. The Bhagavad-Gita,
or the ‘Lord’s Song’, is a tiny section of the great epic of ancient India, The
Mahabharata. You might say that it was written so long ago and is based on
a war between two rival clans at that distant time – how can it be relevant to
me today? The writers of this epic used the situation of a war between two
related clans to depict the war raging within each one of us – our tendency to
evil and good. The main players are Arjuna, representing Humanity, and
Krishna, his charioteer, representing Divinity.
Arjuna and Krishna sit in a most uncomfortable position between two
opposing armies about to engage in battle, and argue the case for Arjuna to
enter into the battle. He is reluctant to enter the fray, as he can see all his
relatives on the other side and the last thing he wants to do is to inflict death
and destruction upon them. He throws down his weapons and refuses to fight.
Krishna then spends the rest of the Bhagavad-Gita explaining why it is
necessary to enter this battle. All of us who are on the spiritual Path, are right
there in the chariot with Arjuna, reluctant to attack our old habits of identity
with the ‘Ego’ evolved over lifetimes. These negative habits of the ‘lower self’
keep us individually, and Humanity generally, from progressing on the spiritual
Path and locked into an endless cycle of suffering which we see as the
general condition of Humanity today. The great value of the Bhagavad-Gita is
that Krishna explains the various ways in which we as spiritual seekers can
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progress in various ways along the spiritual Path. We must valiantly attack
various aspects of our lower behaviour so that individually and collectively we
can progress towards our inner potential as compassionate godlike beings,
and not remain as cunningly intelligent animals as seems to be mostly
depicted as the desirable aim of human life these days!
The beauty of the Bhagavad-Gita is that it addresses a variety of practical
ways we can begin to attack and then transcend our lower self. These various
ways include the intellectual path favoured by many theosophists, the way of
faith and devotion which is more characteristic of Christianity, the way of good
works pursued by many good people who work for charities, the
contemplative path of those who meditate and live the austere monastic life,
the discrimination between ‘good’ and ‘bad’ people, and many others. These
Paths are compared, with their strengths and weaknesses stated so that we
can learn about our own particular path.
In the end Krishna says that identity with the ‘All’ is the most important thing,
or from our perspective as ordinary human beings, living a good life in
conformity with our highest ideals. For the highest in each and every person is
commensurate with the ‘Godhead’ of the Universe. We gradually come to
realize this and have many other spontaneous spiritual insights as we attempt
to make our ethical and moral beliefs a reality in our everyday behaviour. The
Buddhists put this beautifully when they say: “It is necessary to ‘Live the Life,
to Understand the Doctrine’.
Reading the Bhagavad-Gita is endlessly rewarding. Like all great books, you
will see something new each time you read it. The version translated by
William Quan Judge with commentary by him, and another commentary by
the Hindu teacher T. Subba Row are available from our Melbourne library and
bookshop, or free online from the Theosophical University Press at:
Bhagavad-Gita: Recension by William Quan Judge
combined with his Essays on the Gita:
http://www.theosociety.org/pasadena/gita/bg-eg-hp.htm
T.Subba Row: Notes on the Bhagavad-Gita:
http://www.theosociety.org/pasadena/gita-sr/nbg-hp.htm
Also highly recommended is the version translated with
commentary by S. Radhakrishnan who was a Vedic scholar
of renown and also the second President of India. The
superb introductory essay of 90 pages covers every aspect
of the Gita and adds immeasurably to understanding the
Sanskrit terms and Hindu concepts for the Western reader. – reviewed by
Kosish Karunga, Melbourne, Australia.
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Golden Precepts of Esotericism – G de Purucker.
Theosophical University Press, 1979. Available in print
or online at:
http://www.theosociety.org/pasadena/goldprec/gphp.htm
When you normally think of books by G de Purucker (G de
P), you might think of complicated analyses of technical
theosophy based on HP Blavatsky’s classic theosophical
texts, especially her Secret Doctrine. However, there is
another side to G de P’s writings which emphasize the heart doctrine,
devotion, and the ‘living’ side of Theosophy which is the emphasis of our
Theosophical Society today.
As G de P wrote once, he longed to throw down his pen and just say that the
grandest truths are the simplest, as Buddha said: “It is necessary to live the
life to understand the doctrine”. Golden Precepts is an absolute gem of a book
in this tradition. Small and easily read, it can be available in your pocket
(especially on your phone in Pdf format), or by the bedside for constant
inspiration of the requirements and practical advice for “living the life” on the
spiritual path.
All the major subjects related to spiritual learning and growth are covered in a
compassionate and accessible fashion, including: the three awakening sights
of Buddhism – old age, disease and death; control of thoughts and building
the basis of enlightened future lives; the causes of rebirth; the ‘heresy of
separateness’ and practical suggestions for self-forgetfulness all leading to
clearer communication with the Inner God; hints of what it is like to live the life
of an advanced student of the spiritual life (the ‘Chela’ life) culminating in the
life of an advanced Master of Wisdom, and even beyond to Buddhahood
either of Compassion or Pratyeka – the choice is ours even now!
This book is largely overlooked by many theosophical students anxious for
seemingly more spectacular technical theosophical information and
intellectual stimulation. However, what use are these complex teachings if our
basic attitudes to our theosophical education are not based on unconditional
love and genuine concern for others. This book and G de P’s other books in
this vein, such as The Path of Compassion and Wind of the Spirit, direct us to
the importance of developing these basic attitudes as a safe and timely basis
for further theosophical exploration on the spiritual path.
As G de P reminds us in Golden Precepts, the Path lies before us, whichever
way we chose to turn:
“There is a path, a sublime pathway of wisdom and illumination which begins,
for each human being, in any one incarnation on this earth in the present life,
and thereafter leads inward, for it is the pathway of consciousness and
spiritual realization leading ever inward, more inward, still more inward,
toward the mystic East, which is the heart of the universe, and it is the core of
you — the rising sun of spiritually divine consciousness within you. Every
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faculty, energy, everything, is in the core of the core of your being, which is
your road, so to speak, by which you grow out from the heart of Being, which
is your spiritual selfhood. The path to the heart of the universe is one and yet
different for every human being. The meaning is that every human being
himself is that pathway — that pathway which is builded of thought and
consciousness and of the fabric of your own being. It is builded of the stuff of
nature’s heart”. - Review by Andrew Rooke, Melbourne, Australia.

KARMA: AN ARISTOTELIAN APPROACH – Don Shepherd
Karma is free will; it is not simply something fixed and automatic generated
from past lives, but rather it is something vibrant and active in this very
moment. Karma is actually an unbounded, unbridled, endless freedom of
choice that operates upon the demands of its wielder, the interior man. This
interior man is two-fold in the same way that the exterior man is two-fold. In
the Aristotelian sense, both consist of form and function. For the exterior man,
his form, or shape, is the physical body and his function, or the purpose for
which the form was designed, is movement. For the interior man, his form is
character and his function is free will. Without movement, there is no karma
for the physical man; the physical organism is incessantly moving within its
component parts—its organs, cells, molecules and atoms—and often across
geographical space. Without free will, there is no karma for the interior man;
the inward character is incessantly willing throughout its range of
consciousness. And so it is through the combination of form and function that
the appearance of karma, as cause and effect, breaks into any particular
plane. As such, karma is the function of the form acting in the immediate
moment.
To reach the inner unknown—character and free will—it is sometimes
necessary to start with the outer known—physical body and movement—and
extrapolate inwards. Every physical object possesses a form and a function;
there can be no definition of a physical object without taking into account both
aspects. Therefore, form and function are equivalent in contributing to the
definition of an object: A+B=C. For example, in the physical world, a hammer
is recognized by its form—a perpendicular handle and head—and by its
function—a striking action. Without the combination of these two qualities, the
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hammer ceases to exist. With these two qualities, the hammer assumes a
dual appearance to the observer. The form of an object, or the shape of the
hammer, appears static or fixed; the function of an object, or the purpose of a
striking action behind the hammer’s design, appears as motion or flux. This
motion or flux is the reality behind a form—the reality of Aristotelian entelechy,
Buddhist “suchness,” or Hindu ‘swabhava’—for that particular plane because,
without grasping the notion of motion, the object, as form, remains only halfidentified. Thus, physical objects, in a classic paradox, appear as both nonmotion and motion, or form and function, at the same time.
When a hammer strikes another
physical object—that is, when the
function fully engages the form—
karma, or cause and effect, is the
result. In a single blow, a metal
hammer directly impacts a plank of
particle board; chunks of particle
board are hurled across the room.
Cause is the hammer’s impact;
effect is the change to the particle
board and the hammer. The
hammer, like the particle board,
has also been impacted but with a
much less significant result due to its metallic structure. In a second blow, the
hammer glances harmlessly off the particle board due to the awkward angle
of the strike. Two lessons are learned from this example. First, the content of
the form is just as important as function in creating an effect. If the hammer
had been made of glass, the result of the impact would have been reversed;
the hammer would have shattered with the initial contact. Glass and metal
forms behave differently in creating an effect when struck against a solid
object—and yet they are both hammers. Second, the motion of the function is
just as important as the content of the form. With a direct blow, the particle
board splintered under the force of the metal hammer, but with an indirect
blow the particle board remained intact. Thus, cause and effect is not only
determined by form and function but by the content of the form and the
direction of the motion of its function in colliding with the physical world.
As for the exterior man, he is, like the hammer, two-fold. His form, or the
physical body, appears static (despite the constant motion in its component
parts) while the function of that form is movement. And so his karma is twofold as well; that which appears static but which is actually in motion impacts
him—the result is disease or health within the cells of the physical body. But
more obviously the movement of his physical body across geographical space
is the very acting out of cause and effect. Like with the hammer, the function
of exterior man fully engages the form and he begins to run, attempting to
leap over a hurdle in front of him. He jumps too low, strikes the hurdle, and
falls to the ground. Here, too, karma is the content of the form and the
direction of the motion of the function. If the man has spent his life in exercise,
stretched his tendons and built his muscles, the effect of the fall will most
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likely be minor. But, if not, the effect could be disastrous. Similarly, if the angle
of the fall is favourable, the man will emerge with only scratches.
In this case, karma is immediate, acting in the very moment of the hit and fall;
karma is the movement of that instant. One could argue that the lack of
sufficient training by the man led to his fall, but this is an ideological construct
and therefore outside of form and function, and thus reality, for the physical
world. The reality is that man’s function or movement—and nothing else since
this dual combination is the root of action—is his karma for this particular
physical plane (he did not lift his feet high enough to avoid the hurdle) and
each movement in its respective immediate moment, regardless of however
many successive movements there may be, is the cause and effect which he
must meet.
As for the interior man, he is, like the exterior man, two-fold. The form of
man’s interior is character; the function of man’s interior is free will. In the
same way that karma is the combination of form and function in the physical
world, karma operates under the same combination of form and function in
the interior world. Inwardly, the endless expression of free will through
character is cause and effect.
In regard to the inner form, it is character; character is an astral-spiritual
object. Like the physical body, it feels static and fixed even though it is in
constant movement; each person still experiences the same force that
empowered him as a human being millions and millions of years ago. This
force is the ever-present strength that sits behind every human perception—
the ever-present strength of the Silent Watcher who implanted his awareness
into man’s interior.
In regard to the inner function, it is free will. Just as the design of the physical
body is for movement, the design of the character is for willing. Man’s inner
purpose is to will just as his outer purpose is to move. And man’s inward life is
an endless succession of willing. When the interior man wills through his
character, it is analogous to the exterior man moving through his physical
body.
Returning to the example of the form and function of the physical hammer, it
is now possible to draw an analogy to the form and function of interior man. It
is the motion of the physical hammer that is karma; its motion is the cause
and effect around it. And so it is with the free will of the character; free will is
the cause and effect around it. If a man’s character, as an astral-spiritual
object, directs itself as a blow against an internal object, then free will,
imitating physical motion, impacts that object, producing an effect and yet
itself being the effect due to both the content of the form of character and the
direction of the function of free will. Like the hammer, if the constitution of a
man’s character is strong, the effect will be different than if it is weak. Like a
hammer, if the angle towards which a man’s character directs his free will
varies, the effect of the force varies in proportion.
One last caveat must be added before closing. It is the inner willing of the
character that serves as the impetus driving the movement of the physical
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body; thus, form and function are “stepped down” from plane to plane and, in
doing so, they take on new identities even though the underlying identity of
each is the same. In an Aristotelian ten-fold world, this means that form and
function splinter into ten separate double identities all owing their existence to
one fundamental pair that, on closer examination, is a unity. It is this “stepping
down” process from inner willing to outer movement that gives the
appearance that karma is stored up or waiting to be released but there is
nothing stationary about karma in the same way there is nothing stationary
about a ball moving through its neutral point on its upward arc and
subsequent descent. Ultimately, karma is the outer movement and inner
willing of the exterior and interior human being as he endlessly engages in the
design of his form, reincarnating through lifetimes and expending the
experience of those lifetimes in each moment in a burst of living. The end
design of all form is the purpose of experience; function serves as the feelers
to bring that experience to the form. Karma is the wholeness of bringing that
experience to the form. – Don Shepherd, Las Vegas, Nevada, USA.

OBITUARY: Eloise Reiniger Hart (1918-2014)
Our friend and devoted headquarters staff member, Eloise
Hart, passed away peacefully at her Altadena home
Saturday afternoon, December 13th, surrounded by family
and friends. She was 96, having retired from her outer
duties, including being director of the Theosophical
Correspondence Courses, two years previously.
Eloise was born June 17, 1918, in Chicago, lived briefly
near Tuscon, Arizona, before her family moved to Los
Angeles in 1920, where she grew up. When she was 14, she discovered a
leaflet on reincarnation and karma on her mother’s desk, which “flooded my
soul with light.” Soon after she was attending theosophical meetings, some
with speakers visiting from the Point Loma theosophical headquarters,
including Grace F. Knoche and Ethel Lambert. More than everything else,
she wanted to move to Point Loma; and upon her high school graduation in
1936, G. de Purucker, then the TS leader, invited her to join the headquarters
staff and attend Theosophical University.
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There she helped at various tasks — laundry, kitchen, Children’s Library,
Lotus-Circles, house mother — while attending meetings and pursuing class
studies, which were “food for my soul.” Later she served on the editorial staff,
editing, proofreading, typing, and writing articles for various theosophical
magazines. She graduated from TU in 1941 and, shortly after World War II,
married A. Studley Hart, who was then Business and General Manager of the
headquarters. Together they had three children, Theodore, Douglas, and
Gregory.
In 1956, due to Studley’s health, the family moved to Arizona, but in 1968 was
able to return to the headquarters. During the following years, Eloise served
on the editorial committees, wrote more than 200 articles for Sunrise
magazine, conducted study groups, organized the Friday Evening lecturediscussions and, in 1984 at Grace F. Knoche’s request, re-inaugurated the
Theosophical Correspondence Courses. Eloise was, in a word, a
“workhorse”! As the last of those who served at Point Loma and worked
closely with all the leaders since G. de Purucker, she will be dearly missed by
all. But now she journeys to the stars and beyond for a well-deserved rest.
Eloise, we salute you!
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